The HWH® SpaceMaker®
Dual-Cylinder “X-Slide” Hydraulic Room Extension
(with HWH® Synchronizing Cylinder)

*HWH Dual Cylinder X-Slide Room Extension is designed to simplify installation, eliminate below floor mounting and fabrication. Plus provide the coach owner with a clean exterior finish.

Features and Benefits

- Above Floor mounting eliminates the loss of valuable “under floor” space.

- The room floor is suspended which eliminates the possibility of damage to the coach floor coverings.

- The Dual Cylinder X-Slide utilizes a four-point attachment, which draws all four corners in for a positive seal whether the room is extended or retracted.

- The Synchronizing Cylinder allows for smooth, even extension and retraction of the room.

- No exposed hardware when the room is extended. The exteriors of the room and the coach have a clean-finished appearance.

- Ideal for use on vanity, galley and living rooms.

- A hydraulic extension cylinder is located inside each of the two “X-Slide” mechanisms.

- The mechanism is easily operated with the use of a momentary switch.

* Patent applied for.